




1-410+40-80 minutes



Welcome to the world 
of Everdell! Everdell is 
a streamlined worker 
placement game that 
features a detailed 
world realized through 
stunning artwork. 
Utilizing a tableau-
building mechanic, 
players will work to 
build a city of critters 
and constructions. 
Everdell is easy to learn, 
yet offers satisfying 
strategic depth and 
endless replayability.

Spirecrest features a 
new Mountain board, 

Discovery cards, Weather 
cards, Big Critters, Maps, 

Expeditions and Big 
Critter meeples!

Explore a new underwater 
society in Pearlbrook, the 

first expansion for Everdell! 
Pearlbrook introduces a new 
side board, the river board, 
where you’ll send your frog 

ambassador to gather a new 
resource: pearls.



Nightweave has made Plots 
and Plans for taking over 

Everdell with the aid of her 
spiderlings! Pit your wits 

against Nightweave’s in solo 
or two-player games, and 
recruit heroes of yore like 
Corrin Evertail himself.

The new Train Station is in 
full operation in Everdell’s 

oldest city, delivering many 
new mechanics, critters, 

constructions, and big ideas 
to the Emerald Valley. All 

aboard!

Bellfaire is a modular 
expansion featuring unique 
player powers for each type 

of critter in Everdell with  
Rules for 5-6 players and 

the Bellfaire board with a 
revolving Market location.



Card SleevesBig Ol’ Box of StorageThe Complete 
Collection

Tales from the 
Green Acorn



Deluxe Resource Vessels

1000-Piece Puzzles

Wooden Ever Tree

Playing Cards



Join the kids of Everdell as they pretend to be 
adults, while the adults are wishing they were 
still kids! Come along and gather resources to 
build the best pretend city of all! 

PERFECT FOR KIDS AND FAMILIES! AN 
EASY TO LEARN WORKER-PLACEMENT 
AND TABLEAU-BUILDING GAME!

1-4

6+

30 minutes

Great for adults who want a 
faster Everdell experience!



1-7

8+

20 minutes



3-1010+5+ minutes

210+5-10 minutes

The Princess Bride: Prepare to Die!

The Princess Bride: I Hate to Kill You

The Princess Bride: Prepare to Die! is a standalone party game based around 
the iconic line from the movie: “My name is Inigo Montoya. You killed my father. 
Prepare to die!” Your objective is to make the most hilarious combination of 
someone out for revenge, and their reason for vengeance!
Over 500 cards | Can be played in just a few minutes

Recreate and rewrite the epic swordplay encounters from The Princess Bride 
in this fast-paced dice and card game. Will the mysterious Man in Black or the dedi-
cated Inigo Montoya triumph? Even cruel Count Rugen or cunning Prince  
Humperdinck can win this time!
Includes twelve custom dice | Tense cut-and-thrust game play
Play as one of five unique characters | Great for left-handed players

The Princess Bride: A Battle of Wits

2-1010+15 minutes

“I can clearly not choose the wine in front of me.”
Inspired by the classic scene from The Princess Bride, A Battle of Wits is a fast-
playing card game of deduction, bidding and bluffing. Secretly play a wine or poison 
card beside a goblet, then place bids to see who drinks poison and who is safe!
A cunning party game that’s easy to learn | A surprising ending to 
every game | Play as one of twelve characters from the movie



A game of  marriage,
murder, and money.

Compete with the other lovely 
ladies in your town by strategically 
growing your dowry. Be careful 
not to gain too much infamy,
however, or the duke may pass 
you over for another bride!

2-6

14+

30 minutes



$5.00 OFF
YOUR NEXT PURCHASE!

To see our current promotionsTo see our current promotions
on these and other titles,on these and other titles,

visit www.TabletopTycoon.com/dealsvisit www.TabletopTycoon.com/deals

Thank you for enjoying 
our games!

Please check out our w
ebsite

TabletopTycoon.comTabletopTycoon.com for more

titles you can enjoy.

Use the code at checkout
.

Limit 1 code per order, m
inimum $10 purchase.

Coupon Code:  PANORAM
A823




